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The future of the Eurozone from an interest rate standpointPaul Jorion
The future of the Eurozone can be approached as a logical problem. If not solved, itcan at least be significantly clarified when the issue is examined from the singlestandpoint of the sovereign debt’s coupon for the nations belonging to the zone.Within the economic zone where a currency applies, a single coupon level onlyshould be in existence for each obligatory maturity. The founding fathers of theEurozone assumed no doubt that such would be the case also for the zone – or at leastwould tend to become so on the long run. They did not envisage that measurable defaultrisk would develop for individual member nations of the zone, neither of course thatreverting to the old currency would ever be considered an option. The fact that for asingle maturity coupons vary according to country within the Eurozone is as such analarming symptom of its current troubles.

Components of a sovereign debt’s couponAs far as the Eurozone is concerned, three components of an interest rate need tobe considered, reflecting not only the economic but also the political circumstances ofindividual nations within the zone:1. the liquidity premium2. the credit premium3. the convertibility premiumWhen I will be mentioning below the coupon associated with sovereign debt of aparticular maturity, I will be referring to an interest rate composed of these threeelements even if the credit premium and the convertibility premium have in oneparticular instance zero value.1. The liquidity premium is the part of the interest rate reflecting the fact that adebt instrument is not money proper but a commodity which will convert into moneyproper at some scheduled time in the future. The liquidity premium is the price,expressed as an interest rate, for such deferment.
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The liquidity premium for a particular maturity in a particular currency isdetermined by the power balance between would-be lenders and would-be borrowersfor such a financial product on the capital markets. Supply and demand is one of thefactors in that power balance as it exacerbates competition, either between potentiallenders if credit supply exceeds demand or between potential borrowers if credit supplyis lower than demand.Typically, the liquidity premium differs between currencies, reflecting thecircumstances of the economic zone where each applies. Such discrepancies open uparbitrage opportunities of a particular type, called carry trade: monies can be borrowedin a currency where the liquidity premium is circumstantially low and invested in acurrency where it is circumstantially high.2. The credit premium is claimed by the lender as an insurance premium againstthe risk that the principal, the sum borrowed, may fail to be refunded or that thecontractually promised interest may fail to be paid out; both are deemed “credit events”.There is a specific market for credit premiums: the Credit-default Swaps (CDS)market where one can insure oneself against credit event risk, but also make directionalbets (“naked” CDS positions).3. The convertibility premium covers the risk that money advanced in one currencywill be refunded in a different one most likely devalued as against the first one; throughe.g. reverting to the drachma, punt, escudo, etc.
Sovereign debt’s coupon within the EurozoneIf the Eurozone is the most familiar case where sovereign debt of a single maturitylabelled in one currency may be associated with more than one coupon, the principle

remains true however that sovereign debt of one maturity labelled in one currency holds

but one liquidity premium.Within the Eurozone, the liquidity premium for any particular maturity can beworked out by examining the interest rates associated with the sovereign debt for theone country whereof the credit premium and convertibility premium have value zero.This country is Germany.
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Capital markets consider that the risk Germany defaults on its debt is nil; no creditpremium attaches therefore to the coupon of its obligations. Similarly, capital marketsconsider that there is no chance that Germany will wish to leave the Eurozone – it isregarded instead as the likely “last man standing” in case of a disintegration of the zone– and there is therefore no convertibility premium attached to Germany’s sovereigndebt. [In an article dated 27 September 2012 in the New York Review of Books, entitled“The Tragedy of the European Union and How to Resolve It”, George Soros suggestedthat Germany should leave the Eurozone. Should such scenario become an option takenin earnest by the capital markets, the coupons of German debt of various maturitieswould start encompassing a convertibility premium; that premium would however have
negative value, lowering the interest rate of the overall coupon, as the euro of aEurozone deprived of Germany would get devalued as against a revived Deutsche Mark].As coupons for German sovereign debt can be regarded as benchmarking theliquidity premium component of any sovereign debt’s interest rate within the Eurozone,the so-called “spread” of the coupon for another national sovereign debt is the sum ofthe credit and the convertibility premiums.As soon as the notion of a nation member of the Eurozone defaulting on itssovereign debt gained plausibility and in the absence of any firm commitment that sucha nation would not then leave the zone, the price of its credit and convertibilitypremiums rose above zero. A centrifugal dynamics was hence initiated for that nationand, the likelihood of such an occurrence having been dismissed at the inception of theEurozone, the risk of the zone disintegrating materialised.Distrust about a nation’s ability at meeting its financial obligations (principal andinterest) raises the price of the credit premium demanded on its sovereign debt. Doubtsrelative to solvency feed further doubts relative to expected solidarity from otherEurozone nations, in the absence of which that nation would be forced to quit the zone.The price of the convertibility premium gets then added to that of the credit premiumwithin the coupon demanded by the capital markets for loans of various maturities,worsening the nation’s risk of insolvency, forcing the other nations within the zone tosalvage it by guaranteeing its debt.
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The “disastrous sovereign-banking nexus”A perverse effect is attached to the logic of credit and convertibility premiums,about which Jens Weidmann, President of the Bundesbank, has drawn attention (“Stopencouraging banks to buy government debt”, Financial Times, September 30, 2013),calling it “the disastrous sovereign-banking nexus”, by which commercial banks willincreasingly be fond of their own country’s sovereign debt when default andconvertibility risk rise. The reason why is easily understood even if at first sightparadoxical: indeed for a domestic bank, both credit premium and convertibilitypremium on sovereign debt translate simply into profit margin:- credit premium: if the nation defaults, its commercial banks are likely tobecome insolvent due to the excess of national sovereign debt in their portfoliobut they will be rescued either by being “bailed-in” or “bailed-out”;- convertibility premium: if the nation reverts to its old currency, its commercialbanks will do so as well; the convertibility premium, being of no application intheir case, will amount to profit.Additionally, such perverse effect is encouraged by two regulatory provisions:firstly, unlike what applies to other exposure which is limited for banks to 25% of theireligible capital, banks are authorised to buy sovereign debt in unlimited amounts;secondly, when buying sovereign debt, banks need not set aside sizeable equity capital:capital requirements are either zero or extremely low.As a central bank acts as a last resort lender for the nation’s commercial banks,there exists de facto a common destiny between a central bank and its domestic banks.With commercial banks accumulating in ever rising amounts sovereign debt, they getincreasingly exposed to a possible depreciation of it. Such an entanglement creates thepotentiality for a positive feedback triggering a downward spiral: as a worsening of thenation’s financial circumstances affects negatively the portfolio of its commercial banks,the spectre of their insolvency rises while their poor health raises the credit risk of thenation as a whole and boosts the credit premium demanded on its sovereign debt.
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The Eurozone’s optionsIn a series of events starting in the winter of 2009, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, thenSpain and Italy were financially hurt in quick succession, to such an extent that thesovereign debt of the first three nations needed to be severed from issuance on thecapital markets, the price of the credit and convertibility premiums having reached intheir case such levels that the nations concerned were no longer in a position to pay outthe coupon which the market demanded. The community of spared nations within theEurozone took over with the help of the International Monetary Fund.As of my writing Ireland claims it will be in a position to access once again thecapital markets by December 2013; only Greece and Portugal would then requirefurther support, Cyprus being a borderline case.The lingering question is that of the solvency of the Eurozone as a whole. With thepossible occurrence of further accidents within the zone as have plagued it since late2009, the question remains for the foreseeable future that of the capacity of solventnations within the zone to support in a joint effort those nations having lost access tocapital markets due to the excessive rise of the credit and convertibility premiumsdemanded by the capital markets on these nations’ sovereign debt.The overall question of the Eurozone boils down nowadays as to whether or notthe solidarity displayed by solvent nations within it ensures the solvency of the zone as awhole.In the first instance, the most favourable one: that of current overall solvency ofthe Eurozone, the financial context will remain sound as long as a rise in the creditpremium and/or convertibility premium for one further nation doesn’t tip it from thesolvent nations’ side guaranteeing the insolvent ones to the side of the assisted nations,in which case the financial balance of the full Eurozone needs to be reassessed in thelight of the new circumstances. Even in this instance, the most favourable which can beenvisaged for the Eurozone as of now, its circumstances remain in essence unstable and

frail. The second instance is the unfavourable one where the Eurozone as a whole isactually currently insolvent: where despite their joint efforts, solvent countries have losttheir ability at guaranteeing the distressed nations’ sovereign debt in the zone without
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automatically jeopardising their own individual solvency. In that case, the alternative isthe following:1) recreating a reduced zone of overall solvency after the departure of theinsolvent nations, the latter addressing their demise through default,restructuring their sovereign debt and reverting to their old currencywhich, getting devalued as against the euro to the level required forrestoring financial health, will allow a new departure with a clean slate;2) planning a generalised default of the Eurozone, restructuring debt as awhole in a common effort through mutualisation within the zone, the eurogetting devalued as against other currencies; this can only be achievedthrough concurrent instant federalism at the financial, fiscal and bankinglevels.This second approach only solves once and for all the constituent instability andfrailty of the Eurozone under its current structure and modus operandi.
October 26, 2013
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In my 10 mn oral presentation I will focus on 3 ideas
- 1. The Euro crisis was to be expected because of the design mistakes in EMU

as defined in the Maastricht Treaty:

o Independent monetary policy by the ECB
 ECB response is not really that different, but the environment is
 No safe European asset for monetary policy
 No lender of last resort facility until OMT was improvised
 No fiscal policy coordination

o National regulation and supervision of financial systems
 No European approach to banking regulation, supervision andresolution until late 2013 and still in the works
 National regulators, facing a textbook collective action problem,acted to aggravate the Euro crisis

o National fiscal policies subject to non-binding rules
 The Stability and Growth Pact unenforceable ex-post
 No bail-out, why can California default but Greece could not?
 No exit works both ways

- 2. There will be no lasting solution until these mistakes are overcome. The
solution requires

o Banking Union
 A single supervisor. Basically agreed but

 Will markets wait for late 2014? Too much nationaldiscretion
 AQR, Balance sheet assessment and Stress testingdangerous without a common fiscal back stop

 A Common Resolution Authority
 A 3 stage approach: prevention, restructuring andliquidation
 Will the pecking order of losses be applied uniformly?
 It entails, by definition, mutualization of the debt. (quasi-fiscal)
 It cannot be the Commission: No country allows Bankrecapitalization to be decided by the Competition Authority

 An European Deposit Guarantee Fund is missing
 To break the vicious cycle of banking ad sovereign crisis
 To allow fair competition to the benefit of the consumer
 To avoid extensions of “bank holidays”
 Three decisions: coverage, funding and institutional

o Fiscal Union
 A Fiscal Union does not mean full tax or expenditureharmonization

 but simply avoiding externalities
 Euro Treasure

 Common monetary policy requires an euro risk free asset
 An asset that has to meet strict requirements: (i) depth andliquidity (ii) ample references at all maturities; (iii) actively
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traded in liquid markets; (iv) available in the short run forexisting debt and not only for future debt, the legacyproblem; and (v) its emission to be the sole responsibility ofthe Euro Treasure
 An Euro Treasure issuing an euro asset leads to decide on:

o (i) the source of funds: Euro Tax (new or old) vs.revenue sharing mechanisms
o (ii) the use of funds: the European Stabilization Fund

 Fiscal rules for the Euro Zone,
 Rationale: To avoid national policies impeding adequatefunctioning of common monetary policy
 Implication: A binding restriction on national budgetaryaggregates
 Evolution: Complex structural rules increaseimplementation risk and political positioning

o And some form of new Political Union
- 3. Spain crisis, as an example, is the byproduct of an ill-designed Monetary

Union
o Yes , of course we did something wrong
o But so did our creditors
o The point is

 Spain played by the rules and collapsed
 It will only fully recover if the rules are redefined and EMU istransformed into a sustainable optimum currency area.
 Either policy makers face economic reality or sooner or later theeuro will break up

- Let me finish by quoting Romano Prodi in 2001

“I am convinced the euro will force us to introduce a new set of instruments for
economic policy. It is politically impossible to propose them now. But some day,
there will be a crisis and new policy tools will be adopted”I don´t think anyone can doubt this is the crisis Prodi was talking about.
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“Restoring competitiveness and growth, addressing the social
dimension”

Xavier Timbeau,
Head of Analysis and Forecast Department, OFCE, Sciencespo Paris

30/10/2013

The aftermath of the financial and economic crisis of 2008In the aftermath of the crisis, a large numbers of problems arise. One of them is to solvecurrent account imbalances and to restore the ability of each country to sustain itseconomic development. Graph 1 is showing that current account deficits have beenstrongly reduced, but it is at the cost of a lower GDP per head, a higher unemploymentand a very strong pressure is now on wages.
Graph 1. Current account, % GDP of Eurozone

Source : eo93 from OECD, calculation from the authorIn order to absorb past deficits, given reduced prospects in term of activity, past deficitcountries have to keep a surplus over the next years, in order to reduce external netdebt. In 2008, IMF staff were estimating that debtor countries in the Eurozone had adebt of more than 20% GDP of the Eurozone (Chen, Milesi-ferretti, & Tressel, 2012;Waysand, Ross, & De Guzman, 2010) which is consistent with data in figure 1.
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Wage deflationFigures 2&3 illustrate the process under way. Wages are reduced because of highunemployment. In some countries, like Spain, Greece or Portugal, the process in a wagedeflation, as (Buti & Turrrini, 2012) has already described it.
Figure 2. Wages evolution in Euro zone

Source : Eurostat, calculation from the authorWage deflation is thus the way competitiveness is going to be restored. That won’t be afactor of growth for the euro zone, or at least only partially, since the current accountsurplus for the euro zone as a whole is pushing the euro currency toward real effectiveappreciation. The end of the sovereign debt crisis has of course helped this momentum,but one should accept the fact that deflation and floating exchange rate are not aguarantee of export led growth, as Japan history of the past 20 years is clearly showing.
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Figure 3. Wages vs unemployment EZ countries

Source : eo93 from OECD, calculation from the authorWage deflation is bringing a real internal exchange rate adjustment. Single currencydoes not allow for a classic devaluation and thus provide rationale for that kind ofadjustment.Nevertheless, wage deflation will have some drawbacks.The first one is the debt deflation trap described by Fisher. Declining wages will meandeclining income if the gain in employment does not compensate the loss in wage. Giventhat market share gains are going to be slow to build and that wage deflation is likely todiffuse among trader partners inside the single currency area, there is a high probabilitythat the first one will not be significant whereas income loss is going to be important.Indebted households will then default, fueling again what was one of the driver of thecrisis during the years 2008 to 2010. In some countries, doubtful debt is already highand increasing, reaching dangerous level as shown on figure 4 for Spain.
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Figure 4. Doubtful debt in Spanish banking system

Source : Bank of SpainThe second one will be labor market dualisation. As unemployment is the factor causingwage adjustment, the pressure will be higher on outsiders of the labor market than oninsiders. It should be noted that pressure on insiders is far from being zero as threats tofirm closure and bail may be sufficient to impose wage reduction. But it is largelydocumented that wage pressure is going to be high on young people entering the jobmarket or people looking for a job.The third is income inequality. Wage deflation is going to increase income inequalitybeyond the direct effect of labor market duality. Not only insiders are going to sufferless, but one can expect that the gap between qualified and non-qualified jobs is going toincrease. The wage share of value added, which is expected to decrease steadily,improving capital income and thus increasing inequality in income from anotherchannel. Associated to wage deflation, austerity measure are going to have anambiguous impact. IMF has shown that spending cuts are more likely to induce increasein inequality and in Southern Europe, spending cuts have been largely preferred toincrease in progressive taxation like income tax. Searching to preserve supply sidefactors for the recovery, the weight of the consolidation has been put on less distortivetaxation, or supposed to be, like VAT.
Preserving social cohesionIn order to get out of this spiralling situation, we need to take in account socialquestions.  A rapid exit from the recession and a decrease in unemployment is needed,macroeconomic policies, either fiscal or monetary are key to that, but we have to dealwith some delay in that.Yet there are two elements that could be of a great help :
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The first one is to increase low wages supplement in income. This has proven to be astrong tool for increasing work participation, but income redistribution is another goalfor that kind of policy. Negative income tax rates do provide more income to low wageearners.The second one would be a minimum wage norm in Europe, like we have made theproposition in (Fitoussi & Timbeau, 2013). National modalities would leave room forvery diverse institutional forms. While respecting in particular the collective bargainingpractices dear to certain countries, a minimum wage would be a relevant rampartagainst deflation (it should be noted that the minimum wage has been reduced inGreece).  This minimum wage norm level would be different according to each country,reflecting for sure different level in productivity. Evolution of such wages would thenadd real productivity gains to anticipated inflation, which would be the ECB target. Thatwould anchor the inflation expectations, limit the devastation of unemployment on theinequalities and ensure a more stable distribution of the added value betweenemployees and shareholders. A target might as well be set on minimum wage normrelative to median wage. One last mechanism would depend on the balance on currentaccount. Surplus countries would have to increase more the minimum wage thanproductivity plus inflation, thus reducing the gap between lowest wages and medianones. On the other side, deficit countries would have the possibility to slower dynamic ofminimum wage norm. This device could be a powerful corrective of the macroeconomicdisequilibrium. In Germany today, it would lead to a more dynamic increase, all otherthings being equal, of the minimum wage than in France or Italy, rebalancing smoothlycurrent accounts.
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The objectives of adjustment countries are two-fold :
 In the short run, they need to reduce the financing needs of publicadministrations in order to restore fiscal sustainability
 In the long run, they need to raise the level of potential output through structuralreforms.

The financial crisis has induced policy measures that address both issues. Yet, atpresent, these economies show little sign of improvement. Unemployment has reachedcritical levels in Portugal, Greece and Spain. Growth remains anemic and the outlook forpublic debt is unfavorable despite the painful efforts that have been consented.The structural adjustment strategy operates under considerable political constraints:
 In the short run, to offset the contractionary  effects of fiscal adjustment,aggregate demand should be reallocated toward exports, which implies adepreciation of the real exchange rate. Because of the Euro, this is not doablethrough a currency depreciation. The only alternative is more downwardflexibility of nominal wages, which in some countries (Portugal) simply does notseem to be happening, while in others  (Greece) is a protracted painful processreplete with political risks.
 In the long run, to increase incentives to work one needs to reconsider thegenerosity of the welfare state.  But this runs counter to the political platformsthat most political parties had been selling to the electorate for decades. Toincrease competition one needs to remove barriers to entry in goods markets;but such barriers benefits some well organized interest groups that are likely tooppose deregulation.These constraints reduce the margin of manoeuver of policy makers and make it all themore important to come up with the best possible structural adjustment package. Todate, I believe the measures that have been implemented fall short of that objective, inparticular because the consistency between the two objectives mentioned above hasbeen ignored. For structural adjustment to be successful,
 We need to avoid policy measures that consolidate the accounts in the short-runbut have adverse effects on competitiveness and productivity in the long run, and
 We need to avoid reforms that boost competitiveness and productivity in thelong-run but have an immediate negative impact on economic activity and/orfiscal revenues.

The pitfall of ignoring those caveats is that the reform package may be unsuccessfuloverall, as different items in the package will have offsetting effects on both the short-term and the long-term performance of the economy.Let me now discuss some aspects of structural reforms in program countries under thelight of those principles. I will pick some items in the comprehensive reform packages ofPortugal, Greece and Italy and discuss the extent to which there is some coherencebetween their long-run and their short-run effects.
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 Regarding the short-run fiscal adjustment, priority should be given toexpenditure-reduction measures as opposed to revenue-augmenting ones. Thelatter must be associated with a greater tax burden which as such has negativelong-run distortionary effects on the economy.  There is a unanimous consensusover the benefits  of greater tax compliance, which is part of the reform packagein all program countries. Indeed, in principle, a greater efficiency in tax collectionshould allow to collect the same amount with lower tax rates, thus reducingdistortions. Yet it may also pave the way for future tax increases by opportunisticgovernments – by simply making such increases less costly, and expectations ofsuch developments may be harmful for investment and growth.
 In Portugal, severance payments for workers with permanent contracts havebeen considerably reduced, bringing them in line with the European average.While this reform was long overdue, and will certainly raise productivity andreduce unemployment duration in the long run, I believe it should have beenpostponed. Its immediate impact is to trigger a wave of job destructions in themiddle of the recession, which jeopardizes the country’s short-termmacroeconomic objectives. Furthermore, it will have little impact on job creationbecause most new hires are under temporary contracts whose terms are notaffected by that reform.
 Symmetrically, the attempt to tax temporary contracts in Italy (and France) maybe viewed as a useful step toward a unified labor contract that would do awaywith the inefficiencies of the dual labor market system. But in the short-run itmay critically reduce job creation and postpone recovery.
 On the other hand, the reform of collective bargaining in Portugal, which amongother things limits the automatic extension of wage agreements to an entiresector, especially whenever those agreements are signed by unions representinga minority of workers, yields positive benefits both from a long-run and a short-run perspective (A somewhat similar reform in Italy tries to allow firms to bypasscollective bargaining by resorting to individual bargaining). In the long-run, itwill reduce the equilibrium rate of unemployment, in particular sinceintersectorial labor reallocation will proceed through wage differentials insteadof unemployment spells . In the short-run, it makes it easier to obtain thenecessary level of wage moderation in order to restore external balance andbring down unemployment back to acceptable levels. I should hasten to add that,in the case of Portugal,  unfortunately this is likely to be insufficient, as therequired adjustment in wages is probably around a 10-20 % reduction innominal wages, which could only be obtained through a devaluation that theEuro precludes.
 Presumably in order to alleviate the immediate consequences of the crisis, inparticular the very high unemployment rate, Greece is extending its social safetynet.  This includes relief jobs, vocational training, basic guaranteed income aswell as an extension of health benefit coverage.  These programs are beingfinanced by European structural funds and by the World Bank.  While these
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measures are understandable given the political context, they are unwise; reliefjobs are inefficient and  schemes like basic minimum income are very difficult toundo and will create poverty traps. Greece probably cannot afford a level of socialprotection on par with Scandinavian countries. I believe this illustrates how apoor macroeconomic situation may create political support for policies that havelong-run adverse consequences for the economy.
 Deregulation of protected professions – that is part of the reform package inGreece and Italy – should have positive effects both in the long run and in theshort run. In the long run, the allocation of labor is more efficient and the cost ofservices to consumers falls. In the short run, the unemployed may enter thoseprofessions which alleviates the unemployment problem.
The severe fiscal crisis has brought forward a “day of reckoning” which has ledcountries to implement a catch-all adjustment program including many structuralreforms that had long been discussed under different macroeconomic contexts. Ithink the above examples illustrate that one should have been more discriminatingin selecting those reforms given the specificities of the Euro sovereign debt crisis.


